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QUESTION: 238 

You have a ZFS file system named /dbase/oral and you want to guarantee that 10 GB of 

storage space is available to that dataset for all data, snapshots, and clones. 

Which option would you choose? 

A. zfs set refreservation=10g dbase/oral 

B. zfs set quota=10g dbase/oral 

C. zfs set refquota=10g dbase/oral 

D. zfs set reservation=10g dbase/oral  

Answer: D 

Explanation:  

A ZFS reservation is an allocation of disk space from the pool that is guaranteed to be 

available to a dataset. As such, you cannot reserve disk space for a dataset if that space 

is not currently available in the pool. The total amount of all outstanding, unconsumed 

reservations cannot exceed the amount of unused disk space in the pool. ZFS 

reservations can be set and displayed by using the zfs set and zfs get commands. For 

example: 

# zfs set reservation=5G tank/home/bill 

# zfs get reservation tank/home/bill NAME PROPERTY VALUE SOURCE 

tank/home/bill reservation 5G local 

QUESTION: 239 

View the exhibit. 

The configuration information in the exhibit is displayed on your system immediately 

after installing the OS. Choose the option that describes the selection made during the 

Installation of the OS to obtain this configuration. 

A. The automatic network configuration option was chosen during the installation of 

the OS. 



B. The manual network configuration option was chosen during the installation of the 

OS. 

C. The network was not configured during the installation of the OS. 

D. The DHCP network configuration option was chosen during the Installation of the 

OS.  

 

 

Answer: A 

 

Explanation:  

There are two ways to configure the network configuration: automatic or manual. 

In the exhibit we see that DHCP has been used used. This indicates an automatic 

network configuration. 

 

 

QUESTION: 240 

user1, while in his home directory, is attempting to run the following command in his 

home directory: cp bigfile verybig The system displays the following error: 

cp: cannot create verybig: Disc quota exceeded Your initial troubleshooting shows that 

the df -h command indicates he is at 100% capacity. What command would you use to 

increase the disk space available to the user? 

 

 

A. zfs get quota rpool/export/home/user1 

B. zfs userused@user1 

C. zfs quota=none /rpool/export/home/user1 

D. df -h | grep user1 

E. zfs set quota=none /rpool/export/home/user1  

 

 

Answer: E 

 

Explanation:  

ZFS quotas can be set and displayed by using the zfs set and zfs get commands. We can 

remove the quota restriction by setting to quota to none. 

 

 

QUESTION: 241 

The ZFS configuration on your server is: Pool1 6.67G31K/pool 

Pool1/data31K31K/data 

Select the three commands that you would use to 1. Create, 2. List, and 3. Delete a 

snapshot of the /data file system. 

 

 

A. zfs snapshot pool1/data@now 

B. zfs create snapshot pool1/data@now 

C. zfs list -t snapshot 



D. zfs list -t snapshot pool1/data 

E. zfs destroy pool1/data@now 

F. zfs destroy snapshot pool1/data@now  

 

 

Answer: A, D, E 

 

Explanation:  

A: Snapshots are created by using the zfs snapshot command, which takes as its only 

argument the name of the snapshot to create. 

D: You can list snapshots as follows: 

# zfs list -t snapshot 

E: Snapshots are destroyed by using the zfs destroy command. For example: 

# zfs destroy tank/home/ahrens@now 

 

 

QUESTION: 242 

You are logged in to a Solaris 11 system as user jack. You issue the following sequence 

of commands: 

 

 
 

Identify two correct statements. 

 

 

A. You have the effective privilege of the account root. 

B. Your GID is 10. 

C. Your home directory is /root. 

D. You are running the shell specified for the account root. 

E. Your UID is 1.  

 

 

Answer: A, B 

 

Explanation:  

Oracle Solaris provides predefined rights profiles. These profiles, listed in the 

/etc/security/prof_attr, can be assigned by the root role to any account. The root role is 

assigned all privileges and all authorizations, so can perform all tasks, just as root can 

when root is a user. To perform administrative functions, you open a terminal and 

switch the user to root. In that terminal, you can then perform all administrative 

functions. 

$ su - root 



Password: Type root password 

# 

When you exit the shell, root capabilities are no longer in effect. 

 

 

QUESTION: 243 

In a default standalone installation of Oracle Solaris 11, what is the default minimum 

length in characters of a user password, and where is the minimum password length 

defined? 

 

 

A. Default minimum length is 8, and is defined in /etc/default/password. 

B. Default minimum length is 6, and is defined in /etc/default/password. 

C. Default minimum length is 8, and is defined in /etc/shadow. 

D. Default minimum length is 6, and is defined in /etc/shadow. 

E. Default minimum length is 8, and is defined in /usr/sadm/defadduser. 

F. Default minimum length is 6, and is defined in /usr/sadm/defadduser.  

 

 

Answer: B 

 

Explanation:  

By default, the passwd command assumes a minimum length of six characters. You can 

use the PASSLENGTH default in the /etc/defaults/passwd files to change that by 

setting the minimum number of characters that a user's password must contain to some 

other number. 
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